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The research aims to study the marketing management of entrepreneur of Grand
Market place, Hua-Hin district, Prachuabkhirikhan province consisting of the framework to
develop sustainable business of community’s market place. Besides, to study problems and
obstacles occurring from running a business of market place including the guidelines to solve
many problems.
This study was a qualitative research of in-dept interview pattern by interviewing
individually of key informants such as the area owners of market place, the managers of market
place, the entrepreneurs of market place and the consumers purchasing products and taking
services in market place. This in-dept interview found the precise answers including the causes
concerning individual behavior, attitude, requirement, belief, value and personality in different
types.
In was found from the research that Grand market was a large local market place,
large collection of consumer products group, souvenirs and inexpensive. It was located at the
center of Hua-Hin district being convenient to visit. The media through voice line was the
method of public relation. Furthermore, there were the facilities for many customers. The
market place’s manager was the one who control and manage the regulations of the market
place. The atmosphere and the ornamentation made the outstanding style presenting the different
identities form the other market places. There were some processes promoting delivery and
service to the consumers systematically. The productivity of applying resources through processes
was developed to increase the potentiality for providing services. We found that the internal and
external environment having an affect on running a business in the different aspects: positive
and negative sides. There were many factors promoting the entrepreneurship of market place
including being aware of problems and obstacles happening from the entrepreneurship of
market place in different fields : service, place, air pollution and economic condition. Moreover,
we had to consider problems to find the guideline solving that was the strategy encouraging the
development of marketing system. Finally, to respond the objectives of marketing management
of entrepreneurs of market place more effectively.
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